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   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Good afternoon.  Everyone.  My name is Rebekkah Smith Aldrich.  We're so glad to have you here today.  This is the first time the Nominating Committee is trying an open house.  Here we are and thrilled you're here.  We're thrilled so many people have taken time for the event and are here this afternoon.  This session will be recorded for anyone not able to make it so they can access this at a later time.
Today, our goal is to demystify the process of running for ALA Council or President Elect and we plan to do that by hearing from members of the nominating conduct.  We'll hear from panelists that you are currently served on the council and served as President and will share some of their motivations for being in the roles and serving the membership through council in the way they have in that service.
Before we get started, we want to make sure everyone is aware of who the Nominating Committee members are because these are folks giving time to the membership to help with the process and you can reach out to any of them with questions you may have after the event here today.
So on the committee along with me, I mean I am thrilled to be serving with NoahBeckman, Jacquelyn, Kenny, Sandra, Matthew, Susan, and Daniela, and all have a shairt of experience in the Association and adding to the richness of the search that we're doing this year and you'll also see a number of the folks on the committee are helping to plan this event and implement it.  And Noah will help by putting links in the chat box for folks, so things we might reference on the slide or verbally will be shared in the chat so you can click on it and get right to the link or nomination form.  Jacque will help with the presentation to explain the roles available to run for, and what some of the key attributes are we're looking for.  Sandy Littletree has done a lot of work to help plan the event but had a family emergency this morning but isn't here to help with the presentation ultimately but we'll do her proud and cover her bit here today and Susan will help with the questions and answers, and we will save some time to have questions towards the end, so but you're welcome to submit questions at any point using the Q&A feature here on Zoom and Susan will be curating those and surfacing them during the question and answer period.
I acknowledge also Sheryl Reyes our staff liaison from ALA to this Committee who is just a phenomenal person to work with, so if you ever get a chance to work with her, you're a lucky ALA member and is wonderful and keeps the committee chugging along and thank you to Sheryl and all the work she does to keep the process transparent and organized.
So you may or may not know the ALA Nominating Committee is a whole new cast of characters every year and people don't repeat service on this committee.  So one of the first things our committee did was identified our guiding principles for the work that we're doing here this year and we identified these four attributes as key to our success as can he move through this process.
We want to do this work with integrity, with transparency, with a commitment to equity, diversity, and inclusion, and of course respecting the confidentiality of folks that nominate and self‑nominate, and we all know that we can't all be chosen as we move forward in this process, but we want to make sure that everyone has a fair and equitable way to the process and is nominated and considered.
That's a big part of why we're here today.  We want to encourage folks to step up and lead in ALA and feel confident that they understand how they get to those seats on Council or how they become ALA President, it's a very large membership that we have, a very large association, and for people newer to the membership and sometimes folks like me who have been around a long time, sometimes it's not always clear how things happen, so we want to just demystify that process through our presentation here today and get your questions answered to make sure it's super clear how you become involved at a more in‑depth level perhaps than you have been in the past in the association.
So this is the question of the day.  Are you ready to lead?  And then if you are, can you figure out how to get to the nomination form?  What we're going to do today is talk to folks who have served in the two positions that are currently open in the next election cycle, which there are actually two open positions with multiple seats available.  There is the President Elect where we have two candidates to be selected from the Nomination Committee to run.  You can see this position serves a three‑year term which is spelled out for you here on this slide.  And then there is 33 at‑large seats on ALA Council and we'll unpack the job descriptions for each of the roles so you're clear on what they're doing.  You can see for 33 seetsz, 50 candidates will be selected to run and again there is a 3‑year term you're elected for in 2023, so the Committee wanted to make sure it was really clear because there was some confusion out there about what the recent vote at ALA Annual means for service on council moving forward.  Many of you may be familiar that on June 25th, 2022, Council took a vote related to the reorganization of Council.  This was a first vote that they needed to take.  There will then be ‑‑ well they voted to change the composition of ALA Council and that will include overall a decrease of the number of at‑large candidates after the current election.  So this was voted on by Council, but there is still another vote by Council through bylaws revision to follow and then membership vote, a full membership vote to put that into effect so that's not going to affect the work of the current Nominating Committee and the folks that are running this time around.  So we know that was an open question that we wanted to answer, and right away, so it's something to obviously stay tuned into and Noah is going to put a linker in the chat so you can learn more about the issue if you're perhaps out of touch with the timeline or not sure what's happening next, plenty of information on ALA website about it and Noah is going to make sure you can find that right away.
Next up, we're going to be talking about these positions a little more in depth and I'm going to invite Jacque Bryant to help me out with this section of it, so Jacque, I wonder if you can jump in here and help explain the ALA Councilor at Large position.
   >> JACQUELYN BRYANT:  Hi, everyone.  Thanks, Rebekkah.  Thanks, everyone, for joining us today.  These are the roles and responsibilities that we're looking for for ALA Councilor at Large.  We want the role ‑‑ I'm sorry, it's to determine all policies of the association.  The council elects ALA executive board members, committee on committees, the planning budget assembly members known as PBA, originates and acts on resolutions, proposed amendments and resolutions, establishes or discontinues the divisions, roundtables, and committees.  More info will be shared in the chat on the job descriptions.
The time commitment is pretty serious.  You will meet at the ALA Winter Council Meetings at the ALA Annual Council Meetings in June and we also have Virtual Council Meetings and Membership Meetings and Information Sessions, and we have a number of people that are serving on council or former councilors that can answer your questions if you have any at the end.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Thank you, Jacque.  We also have the description here for the ALA President position.  Obviously, more responsibility when you step up to serve as President than a Councilor at Large.  This person is really representing the American Library Association, they're the Chief Spokesperson, and like any good Board President they're focused on the mission of the organization, ensuring financial controls are in place and playing that role of thefy ed usual ree and helping ensure that the strategic position is adhered to.  As council is shaped, strategic plans, making sure they're carried out in conjunction with the council and staff, the board President is helping to stare that ship with the executive director and get to issues close to your heart or you feel need organized action around them, you have the opportunity to make a mark through the Presidential initiatives that you'll hear from some of the candidates or past Presidents I'm sure, and you're also presiding over a fair number of meetings, facilitating meetding skills, building consensus among peers is obviously more important.  There are far more items in the job description, these are some of the key attributes of the Presidential position description, but you also I think have to be very clear and realistic about the time commitment in this role as well.  Obviously, you'll need to be at conferences, you'll need to be at executive board meetings, as well as participating in monthly board and executive committee meetings, and not just at conference.  I'm sure there is a fair number of other meetings that they are participating in but as traveling around the country and world representing the American Library Association and profession, so this is a fair amount of work and hours being committed here, and this is a question that has already come to the committee about the time commitment, so we'll be asking our panel of former Presidents and current President Lessa to share realities of what it looks like not just on paper but in the realistic experience.  There is a fair number of media requests where you're going to be either on camera or being part of press releases issued by ALA, so that ability to be responsive and on top of some off these issues is absolutely critical for the entire profession, so I think you really need to be ready for this position, which you're going to hear from three folks who were ready and stepped up into that moment and joining us here today to speak about that.  So maybe a more basic question that some folks have is what do you have to do to be eligible to run for Councilor at Large or President and you have to be a personal ALA member in good standing and that's a broad group of people here in the association so there are two other things we want to layer on to let you know what the Nominating Committee is looking for.  A commitment to equity, diversity and inclusion, we're looking to diversify the candidates running for the positions currently open, so we're very interested, and yiewm see on the nominating form of folks that went through spectrum scholarship program, part of the emerging leader's program and we think that the diversity of that group adds to the strength of council overall and that's something specifically that the Nominating Committee is looking for as we consider the nominations and self‑nominations that we receive.
The other issue that we want is bredth of experience, both people newer in the profession, mid career, and also people who have really been around for a while and can bring a lot to the table through the experiences that they've had in the profession, so even if you haven't been in your position a long time, you're still encouraged to apply because you have those fresh eyes to offer to the work that we do everyday to the work of the association to what council is focused on.  Folks that have been around the block a few times have a lot to offer as well to help us learn from the past and shape the future, along with the new views that we hope are being brought into council, so that diversity that we're looking for is broad, and so we hope that no one feels held back by how many years of service they have on their resume either in the job or in their association.
   >> JACQUELYN BRYANT:  Well, again, to repeat what some of Rebekkah said, it's that we're looking for professional commitment to equity, diversity, and inclusion, a clear understanding of the Core Values of Librarianship, willing and advocate for libraries of all types, willing to respectfully work with a diverse group of ALA members.  We want you to be committed to a culture of transparency, decision‑making, advancing the mission and purpose of ALA, ensuring ALA's structure and policies effectively and efficiently align with the ALA's strategic goals, timely communication with the ALA Membership, and we want someone who is aware of the duties and time commitment required of the position and has sufficient organizational and personal support.  And I think that one will really be important for those who are considering running for President Elect, and even though we mentioned experience a couple of times and people who are newer, we are also inviting students who are eligible to run for Council, so you know if you have a student in mind or happen to be a student out here in the list of participants, please feel free to apply for Council if you're interested.  Don't let the fact that this might be your first time serving stop you from running.  Thank you.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Cool.  Thanks so much, Jacque.  We're going to transition now to hear from the folks that actually do this work.  We thought that would be very helpful for people interested in serving to actually hear from those that have been there, so I would like to invite our panel of three Presidents, one current, Less and two past Presidents, Julius and Jim to join us here to share a bit of their perspective of why it is important to serve on council and what it has meant to them.  We'll ask all three of them to share information about what motivated them to put their name in there to become President and how that service has been meaningful upon reflection.  Lessa obviously is in her current Presidential year so perhaps her reflections are fresh and a little new and acute for her, but I think Jim and Julius have had a lot more time to reflect on the experience so we're looking forward to hearing from you.  Lessa, I'll start with you and ask you what motivated you to put your hat in the ring for President.
   >> LESSA PELAYO-LOZADA:  Sure.  There were kind of three things that motivated me to run for President.  The first one might be the most obvious and that was we were in the middle of a pandemic and they were library workers out there having a really tough time and felt ALA and libraries weren't representing them in the way they needed to be represented.  So as somebody that was also sometimes feeling a little bit that way, you know, doing curbside service and being on those frontlines of making sure our patrons had access, I really wanted to make sure that we had that representation at the highest level of ALA and I just came out of the ALA Executive board an there was work also, there was work I started under the leadership of Jim Neil under the organizational effectiveness and I wanted to make sure the work got completed and came to fruition, and basically I wanted to finish what I started.
Also, just talking about representation, I also wanted to bring a different perspective to the role.  Not too many folks have the opportunity as a frontline library worker to be able to serve in this capacity, so I really wanted to be able to share the experience with others that may be interested and may think that you have to be a library director or an executive director or a Dean to be able to fulfill this role.  And to really have us think about what this role looks like in the future and who are the types of people that we want in it and representing us on the national level, and what we expect of those people doing that for ourselves.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Lessa, when reflect on service on council and as President, why do you find it meaningful to serve at this level.  How would you convince someone interested in running.
   >> LESSA PELAYO-LOZADA:  I think the number one thing to all of us is the opportunity to give back to the profession.  To give back to something that we feel so strongly about, that we are a service profession.  I think no matter what type of library you work in, and so we have a lot of servant leaders who really feel strongly and passionately about building one another up and I find it meaningful because I can bring others with me that may not see themselves in leadership positions or institutions may not see them in leadership positions, and to be able to amplify voices and lift people up.
I also really appreciate the ability to see long‑term change happening.  You know, to build upon the work of Presidents and counselors and ALA members who have come many years before and to be able to see that change and participate in that change, and to be able to see the changes that I helped eventually come as well.
I do want to say also, it's not completely altruistic why I serve.  I get things out of this.  I get feelings of service and also leadership skills that I can take back and things I can use to build my resume on.  A lot of facilitation skills that I have learned how to be a good committee chair, how to run a tight meeting, that all came from ALA and watching other leaders lead, and also all the trainings that are available from ALA as well, so to be able to give back because I gained so much in my career is another reason.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Awesome.  Thank you so much, Lessa.  Julius, I wonder if I could ask you to join us on the stage this afternoon.  Would you mind sharing what got you to become involved at the council and Presidential level?
   >> julius jefferson:  Sure, so for me, Rebekkah, it was a journey.  It wasn't ‑‑ I didn't just wake up and say I want to be ALA President.  I woke up and said I want to be engaged with ALA and I began that engagement working with Council committees and I wanted to have a better understanding of how ALA worked and how I could be of service to the association, and how I could move the needle of improving library services to everyone.
So, it began with ‑‑ it began can Committee work and then I ran for Council and me running for Council was me mostly about wanting to bdz the governing structure of the association, I wanted to know how ALA worked.  From there, it was getting elected to the Executive Board and from the Executive Board I felt that I knew enough, I knew how ALA worked from my experience on council, from my experience working with committees, that I had enough knowledge that if nominated and if elected, I would be able to serve the association and I will be able to serve the members.
But as, I wanted to run for ALA President because I wanted to show the diversity in member leaders.  I knew that since 1876, the beginning and founding of the association that there had only been two Black male ALA Presidents that served and in the last century and are deceased so I wanted to show that Black males can lead this association and males of color can lead this association, and again I absolutely prepared myself to be in a position that I will be able to serve the members of ALA, and again it's through active engagement, and so that's one thing I want everyone to understand.  If you are want to be ALA President you have to take a look at your active engagement, because you will have to know a lot about the association to be able to be the chief spokesperson.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Awesome.  Julius, that was fantastic.  When you take a look back at your service so far, what have you found meaningful about it?  What would you say to convince someone else to run for council?
   >> julius jefferson:  I think that's a really good question.  For me, I know that members are the heart of the American Library Association.  Without members, we don't have ALA.  It's a member‑driven organization, so for me it was meaningful to be a member and to take a leadership role.  I would tell anyone who is listening today that if you really care about libraries, if you really care about the ALA members, if you really care about the profession, then it's your responsibility to be engaged, it's your responsibility to continue the meaningful work of the association.
So I just want the key takeaway here is that for anyone thinking about running for Council, for anyone thinking about being ALA President, understand that if the Members don't step up, we won't have an association.  So please step up.  Please consider running for Council and please consider running for ALA President, and most of all, please be engaged.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Awesome.  Thank you so much, Julius.  That was awesome.  Mr. Jim Neil.  Leadership in action, I got to say my true involvement of ALA really picked up the pace when I got a clans to work with you and you helped some work we were doing on sustainability to become a bigger footprint in the association and I got a lot of experience about ALA while you were President so thank you so much for joining us today.
   >> JIM NEAL:  Thanks Rebekkah.  I always maintain that every library professional should have a professional voice, and in my work as ALA President and in my work many years on ALA Council, I realize that election to positions of leadership in professional associations was an important way to exercise that professional voice.
Leadership in the association provided opportunities to influence priorities, policies, and programs, not just for the association but for the wider library community, to participate and oversee important financial decisions that are important and critical to the future of the association, to be part of the governance of the organization, to debate important topics with colleagues across the membership, to communicate and represent on behalf of the association, to work with new professionals, senior colleagues across the membership.  Serve as a spokesperson for the association.  That was a very powerful and important role.  And to really be involved in important ways to support the membership and advance the success of the association.  I've had lots of opportunities over 50 years in ALA to be elected to roles as division President, roundtable chair, many times on council, the executive board, ALA treasurer, a President, I think I would like to say a few words about what it takes to get elected because I think when you put your hat in the ring for to compete for the Council and President, it's important to have a compelling statement of your vision, your expertise, and your experience.  Voters will want to know what you will contribute and what you will bring to that assignment.
The identification of other important roles you have played in ALA and other associations.  What's the history of your contribution and service to the profession?  The priority of how you advance the position.  Do you have important things that you want to focus on and work on in council and as President?  There will be some appropriate level of campaigning involved as the election proceeds, and it's important to understand how to get out the vote.  We've been working very hard over the years to increase participation in the ALA elections, and the candidates can play a very important role that way.  When you are elected, you will be expected to do a lot of things, to attend meetings both virtual and in person, to participate in discussions and debates at these meetings and over the course of the year, to read about and understand key issues and developments which are important to the association and to the profession, to read all the documents that have been distributed ahead of our meetings and ahead of our deliberations, to vote on meetings on resolutions and other actions, to have that voice.  To mentor and support new members of the association, new members of council, to represent the association nationally, internationally, and locally in your communities, to advocate for libraries and for library workers and to visit libraries and meet with library workers around the country.
ALA Council and ALA President are outstanding opportunities to lead, serve, contribute and to grow professionally, and so I encourage anyone who is prospectively interested to pursue this important and rewarding opportunity.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Fantastic.  Thank you so much, Jim.  When you reflect back on your service so far, is there anything else you would like to add for someone thinking about running at this point?
   >> JIM NEAL:  Well, I think it's important to have a good pulse of what's going on in the field.  For example, Julius, during his tenure, was confronted with very challenging issues that the libraries were facing under the impact of COVID.  Lessa has continued that, but during her tenure, there has been serious challenges to the collections of libraries, censorship and threats to remove materials from library collections.  During the year that I served as President, I was particularly focused on the need for the library community to be more active and affective in the policy environment, particularly at the national level, so we created the Policy Corps and the National Advocacy Network, and it was also the time that school libraries were seriously under threat, and they still are, so we organized the fight for school libraries campaign.
So I think recognizing what's going on and using your position of leadership on council and as ALA President to address those issues to make a difference I think is the most important opportunity that you will confront.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Excellent.  Thank you so much, Jim.  Lessa, Julius, and Jim, thank you so much for being here this afternoon.  I hope you stick around for the question and answer portion of the program this afternoop.  But if you can't we understand that you're awfully busy people so I say thank you while we know you're here and thank you so much for the service to ALA first of all and for being here to encourage other folks to see themselves in leadership positions in the membership.
Next up we have three folks who are going to talk about the experience on Council which was alluded to as kind of that stepping stone to other leadership positions as well, but it's a major leadership group in our association.  Aaron, Karen and Ed joining us this afternoon.  I'm going to start with Aaron maybe because he has the rainbow on the screen today I'm not sure, but Aaron I'll start here with you and ask you what motivated to step up and serve on council?
   >> AARON DOBBS:  So I started back in 2005 or so running for Council because it seemed like the place to get things to change.  At the time, I had it big dream that we would improve ALA together and first we had to figure out what we needed to improve, and I was ineffective at getting my efforts out there.  I'm batting at about 500 on elections.  I've been elected to half the things I've run for.  So my point here is if you fail the first time, that doesn't mean don't run again.  That means run again and talk to more people and try to get more traction for what you're pushing for.
Many of the things that I was pushing for in 2005, 2006, 2007 and 08 have come to pass not always due to my influence as much as I was echoing things I saw from colleagues and friends across the association, so I wanted to be involved in helping move those things forward, so I was elected to Councilor at Large 3 times out of 6 or 5 attempts.  So just because you're not elected the first time, no matter how badly you lost like me, if you feel like whatever it is that you're running for needs to happen, run again.  I'll continue to happily cast my ballot every year for things that people find are important.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  So once you get in there, Aaron, what makes it meaningful?
   >> AARON DOBBS:  Well the big thing that makes it meaningful is suddenly you're not just talking to the people that are making things happen and you're actually in there listening to people who want things to happen, and then working to advance those goals.  I've actually had more pleasure and more fun and more effectiveness pushing for other people's things more than my own, which kind of took a big mental shift back in my mid 30s, and I find now that in many ways I'm really glad that someone's interests happened rather than mine because mine sort of came along on the side, and the main thing we're pushing for, whether it was virtual participation or more policy involvement in Washington DC, which is where I think ALA needs to be focusing for a while, similar to what Jim was saying earlier, national level policy that are library friendly are kind of really important things, and those conversations can get looped in as you work towards everyone's interested positions.
So I encourage you to come in if you're interested at all in moving things forward, whether it's your own things or someone else's, to get in and have conversations and network, and listen to your colleagues on council and not on council because everyone has great and interesting things to say.  I would love to, even the stuff that's kind of mutually exclusive or mutually contradictory, I would like to see everyone's ideas so that's the long and short of why you should get involved.  Get it done.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Cool.  Thanks so much, Aaron.  Karen?  Hi, Karen.
   >> KAREN SCHNEIDER:  Hi, there.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  So, Karen, I've known you for a very long time when you used to be here in New York and I've always admired your work and I'm dying to hear what motivated you to step up to serve on council?
   >> KAREN SCHNEIDER:  So I've been asking myself that for a week now.  So, more seriously, I first became involved with Council in the early 1990s.  When I started ‑‑ when I joined ALA I very quickly without really intending to got involved in an interesting issue around he loyalty owes in libraries, and the loyalty owes issue, which I was opposed to them and I should make clear, help ‑‑ gave me a very fast introduction to some of the basics of ALA governance structure, and I've always had an interest in boards and associations, so I ended up running for Council and winning.
And I quickly grew to really like it because of the deep dive you can do on ALA policy and structure.  It's not the only lens.  There is many good lenses in ALA from divisions and roundtables and committees on organization and so on, but it's a lens that just appealed to me in my needs.  As time went on, my reasons changed a little bit.  I was a division councilor for ALITA when we had that and then I realized I wanted to serve on the executive board because I had board experience elsewhere and I thought this would be a good transition to make.  And to get on executive board, I had to run for council, and so I did that and I ran for board and I got on the board.  And this last time I ran, my 6th and possibly last term, because I would like to make room for others and there are other things I want to do in ALA, I ran for two reasons.  One is because having served an ALA executive board, having been selected by my peers on council to serve in this position and seeing how important the board is to the structure and function of ALA, particularly during the wild times we had during COVID, I wanted to give back to ALA and to council and to share what I had learned from the board and bring that new lens to the work of council.
And the other reason is I'm very interested in the work that started years ago with Lessa on the steering committee on organizational excellence and all of the iterations that followed in revisioning ALA governance and structure to make it more equitable, more accessible, less burdensome, to reconsider council on how it functions and what it does, and so that was a main reason that I ran for this last term.  And I thank people who ‑‑ I thank those of you who voted for me, and I will try to serve well.  But it's a good, you know, Council is a really interesting place to learn about ALA structure.  And I haven't ‑‑ I've not regretted any of the terms, even during some of the wilder years.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Karen,s your reflection back on the years of service you've had on council, what you find meaningful?  What you would say to somebody thinking about doing this that might be on the fence?
   >> KAREN SCHNEIDER:  You know, really what I find the most meaningful are the relationships, of course, you can get that anywhere in ALA, but council is a pretty big place to build relationships, and I look at Aaron and Ed and I think wow, you know, how long have I known them and the conversations we've had and issues we've tussled over, that you just build those personal relationships and they become very meaningful.
And there has been votes on intellectual freedom that I found extremely meaningful.  I also, you know, this might seem like a small thing, but every time we stand in memory of a ALA member who has died, I just feel like that's a great moment for Council that we do that, that we remember people.  So those are some of the fulfilling moments of Council.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  That sense of community.  I totally agree.  Thank you so much, Karen.  Ed, may I ask you to join us.  Thank you so much, Ed.
   >> ED SANCHEZ:  Thank you, Rebekkah.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Ed, the first question here for you is what motivated you to run for council?
   >> ED SANCHEZ:  Well, while on board, a delayed ALA shuttle from LAX to Anaheim convention center in 2012.  I sat next to a public library director from Pennsylvania named Sylvia K Ritchie and she was also attending the conference and we were on the shuttle for almost two hours and by the end of the conversation, Cynthia convinced me that my desire to serve and grow professionally as a librarian would find fulfillment in council service.
As fate would have it, Cynthia was on the ALA Nominating Committee that year, and through her nomination and confirming vote the following spring, I began my first term on council in 2013, and since then I've been elected two additional times and my current service will end in 2023.  And so I just wanted to publicly thank Cynthia Ritchie for taking an active role in kind of what we're doing here today, and that's kind of trying to match member talents with the roles in council and other areas of governance in ALA leadership.
In terms of other reasons for stepping up, we at so many levels, learn from each other on council floor, from each other, from each council member, and in particular when we speak with clarity to both sides of a difficult issue.  At times we disagree, but when we do, we do so respectfully and with civility, and when considering to run for Council, I found great meaning in the fact that the strength of the body is in its diversity, and I wanted to participate in an environment like that and in that type of leadership.  And I haven't been disappointed.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Fantastic.  Is there anything else upon reflection of your service that is meaningful to you that might sway someone thinking about running.
   >> ED SANCHEZ:  Yes.  I'm not a chapter councilor and as such I don't have a defined constituency if you will to keep informed of council actions.  Some of my colleagues to the left and right would be busy typing into their blogs to inform folks back home in their states how things are going back home on certain votes.  I didn't have that kind of urgency, so as a Councilor at Large, I poured my energies into the work of the association itself, and this was accelerated by my selection as Chair of the Resolution's Committee in 2015.  The following year we adopted a resolution concerning accessibility of ALA conferences and meetings for people with disabilities that following year, and the significance of that resolution to members of the association, it cannot be overstated in terms of the physical accessibility, but as in terms of the liability for lack of accessibility of ALA websites and online services.
So the work that Council does is very important, and not only was the work and the importance of the urgency and importance of the resolution important but I also received importance in mentoring and echoing what Lessa said earlier in terms offal truism I received a lot of being on council and doing the work on Council.  I also received incredible mentoring from former parliamentarian Elimina as former liaison to the Resolution's Committee.  Eli pushed me to overcome my fear of public speaking.  He pushed me to redesign the resolution's committee based on the strengths of the members that we had at that time and to develop some online training mechanisms for councilor training.
Eli had some articles that he would write and he would share each year making meetings work better documents, and they helped with parliamentary procedure and helping tips for running meetings.  He also published a book, 101 is Board Member Problems and how to solve them.  I found the book fascinate willing.
That along with numerous other leadership trainings provided by TOLD, the Training Orientation and Leadership Development Committee, all of those have given me the tools to work efficiently and effectively within ALA but as at my library back home and with other personal leadership opportunities that I have.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Excellent.  Thanks for summarizing this part of our program and speaking about how to do good work through the association and how to do it effectively and efficiency.  That's super helpful.
   >> ED SANCHEZ:  You're welcome.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Thanks again to Aaron, Karen, and Ed for speaking up here today.  I have invited them to stay for the question‑and‑answer period.  I hope they can.  If they can't I want to make sure they hear me say thank you to help get again through this program to encourage and empower others in the association to run for office.  Next up we want to review and confirm the process and milestones people interested in running should be thinking about.  I'll show you the website and then we'll do the question and answer.  So just as a reminder to go ahead and submit the questions in the software now if you would like to, and Susan will be watching for those.
So process‑wise, it's important to see the timeline here.  In the midst of open call for nominations.  Noah will share the link in the chat box for the candidate forum, also called the candidate biographical forum or nomination forum, that's one in the same so you can see the forum there if you want to click on that.  Once all of those submissions have been provided, the Nominating Committee, the folks that you saw on the screen at the top of the program here, they'll be deliberating and selecting folks to run for those slots that we noted.  The two Presidential nominations and the 50 nominations for 33 seats for councilors.  And then in November, we'll be notifying the folks selected by the Nominating Committee, they'll get first dibs to hear themselves and then publicly announce.  Because there is another window if you're not selected, there is also a petition process.  Just because you weren't chosen in the first go around, doesn't mean you can't run.  So until the end of the year, petitions can be submitted and just to clarify how many signatures you need on a petition, you would need 200 signatures to run for President or 25 to run for Councilor at Large.  Once we receive petitions that come in, then we announce the final slate of folks running for positions running for this time around.  You hear the final slate in January and then you see the Presidential candidate forms happen in February, and the elections open in March, closing on April 5.  So there we then see the election's committee meeting where I imagine the final votes are certified and announced, so we're talking about kind of a lengthy process here, but you're starting it by submitting yourself or nominating someone else to run for these positions.  So Sheryl, I wonder if I could ask you to join us and just orient people to what the website looks like so it's a little familiar once they get in there.
   >> SHERYL REYES:  I would be happy to, Rebekkah.  Noah did provide the link in the chat.  So if attendees welcome to click on the link.  If you have not created an account, the first step is to create an account, and then an email will be sent to your email address and you would have to confirm your email address that is shown in step 2.  Step 3 is you would have to click on activating your account, and it would log you in.
The next slide is step 4.  You have the ability to view or apply any of the positions listed here, which is Councilor at Large or President elect, so you would go to the desired position and click start.  And step 5 is where you complete all of the fields listed to complete your application.  So the next slide shows the list of questions where we are seeking information for you to submit for the nomination committee to review, so you'll see here that it's about 25 ‑‑ or 24 fields of questions that we're asking.
The next slide you for step 6, you could continue or delete the application, so many of you may not complete your application all in one sitting.  You may decide to complete am so of the fields or questions and then come back at a later time.  When you do, step 6 will be displayed where you have the ability to continue your application, so you will click on that button.
If for whatever reason you changed your mind, you do have the ability to delete it as well.  And please remember step 7, although that you have completed all of the fields, you need to do this last step, which is to submit it so the Nominating Committee Members know that you officially want to be considered.  There are many times where councilors or presidents forget to click on that, so we would have to reach out individually to ensure that you indeed would like to be considered.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Thank you so much, Sheryl.  I know we went by the slide that had the actual questions on it, and I just want to come back to this a second and point out that the majority of these are just contact information, background information, and there is a few areas where you would be writing a little bit to give us some more background about you and what your experience has been so far.  I just want to reiterate and just because you haven't run awards or can't come up with a major accomplishment, doesn't mean you shouldn't run.  People in early careers have very much to offer council and you're very much encouraged to run, including students as Jacquelyn shared earlier in the presentation.
We completed the prepared portion of the presentation.  A few questions have come through the software.  We received a few questions in advance of the program when Sheryl sent out the reminder about the program.  I invite any of the audience members and committee members to have cameras on and we'll ask the questions and see who would like to jump in and answer them.
I'm going to start with the two question got before the program began and then ask Susan to share anything that has come in since then.  The first few that we got, and I can ask Lessa, Julius and Jim to help out with this one.  What is the time commitment to ALA President?  Is it possible to work full time and complete the duties required?
   >> LESSA PELAYO-LOZADA:  I can answer that one since I am working full time and I am ALA President.  However, I want to be very clear that my employer has actually cut my duties to about 50% so that half of my workday is able to be dedicated to ALA activities and it is still not quite enough time to not be doing in at off‑work time as well.  Can you do it, but it's not that easy I will say.  That's been my experience so far.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Jim, I see you, would you like to contribute to that one as well?
   >> JIM NEAL:  Yeah.  This is Jim.  I made the decision to run for ALA President after I retired from my full‑time position.  There were certain things I wanted to accomplish, and the issues that were developing at that time I think demanded my attention.  I think it's very important to have a certain level of flexibility in your availability to be responsive to meet and talk with members, to travel around the country, to be involved in discussions and debates in some states, to visit libraries, to talk with library workers.  I think it has been done and will be done as people continue their work, but for me I chose to do it when I did not have a full‑time job responsibility.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Cool.  Julius, I saw you unmuted before and would you like to add to this as well.
   >> julius jefferson:  Yeah.  I agree with everything Lessa and Jim said.  If you're thinking about being ALA President and still working, you need to have a conversation with your employer to make sure that it's possible, and depending on where you work, depending on what the issues are, there could be some conflicts, so you're going to have to have strong institution it you're going to be ALA President because it will be time consuming, it will take you away from your day‑to‑day activities, so have that conversation before you even think about putting your hat in for ALA.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Excellent.  Thank you all three of you for contributing to that one.  The other question we got in advance and it might be for all six of the panelists at this point.  How much does the average candidate spend when running for ALA President or another ALA office?  Campaign finance here, anyone willing to reveal?
   >> julius jefferson:  I don't think ‑‑ I don't think ‑‑ I don't think that there is an average.  I think it depends on how much one candidate wants to spend.  ALA does provide some funding, but if you want to go all out and spend a lot of money, you know, I guess one could do that.  What we did over the past couple of years is we shortened the amount of time one would be campaigning, so if you look at the timeline now compared to where it was before, it's much shorter.  So a much reduced amount of time to campaign, but I don't think that being ALA President should be about how much money you spend and it should be about your platform and what you can do for the association.  So I don't think that there is any average amount of money.  Offline I can tell people how much I spent, but it wasn't a lot, and I can tell you some of the things I spent money on are still sitting in storage somewhere.
   >> JIM NEAL:  This is Jim.  I would say during the times I've run for Council, I've not spent any money.  I think increasingly, today social media offers opportunities to get your vision, your ideas out to the ALA Membership and gather support.  As ALA President, as Julius said, there is a small allocation provided to the candidates that can be invested in materials or travel to regional state meetings.
I had lots of volunteers, people who were willing to work and support of my candidacy for President and so if you will that free labor was very helpful.  The ALA staff, although they don't advocate for particular candidates are extremely supportive and helpful in making arrangements for materials as well as for ‑‑ as well as for visits around the country, so that was extremely helpful for me.
   >> LESSA PELAYO-LOZADA:  I will add that there are a lot of generous, like Jim said, folks that want to support you when you run for President.  Some will also donate money for things that you think might be essential to your campaign.  One of the things that was more than to me was not necessarily use ALA money because we know how much ALA uses resources so really seeing what you can utilize virtually in this new kind of campaigning environment, it's changed a lot I think also over the last couple of years also, and really just distilling the important things and do you need to actually put money behind it because anybody should be able to run for President.
   >> JIM NEAL:  Let me just add that I chose not to accept money from anyone in support of the campaign, in support of my campaign.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Good.  Chris Kennedy in the audience made a point that it would be cool also to hear from councilors on the call today.  I got Ed and Aaron and Karen as well as Dr. Daniela Smith on the committee if she doesn't mind, how much time do you spend as a councilor?  I see Aaron provided information in the chat, but Aaron I wonder if you could share that verbally as well, if you don't mind?
   >> AARON DOBBS:  Sure.  This is Aaron again.  For the time involved, it's 10 to 15 hours of reading, 5 to 10 hours of thinking, and really while you're reading you're thinking so it comes in both ways, but it's spread out over about a month, so as the reporting start to come in and get posted to the council web page for the council documents, you can start reading as soon as they're posted.  A lot of times there will be some discussion ahead of time on the ALA council lists.  At this point it's hosted in ALA Connect also and you can go in there and see the discussion beforehand and see how people were thinking as they developed ideas.  And you're welcome to chime in with ideas that agree or disagree with how you've approached things on the council list.  So the more lead‑up time that you use to offer ideas, the better the end result.  So I always encourage participation there.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Excellent.  Thank you, Aaron.
   >> DANIELLA SMITH:  Actually, I agree with Aaron.  I think when you're a newer council member it takes a longer time to go through the documents and kind of understand what is expected and what is going to happen.  We used to have a meeting, sort of an informal meeting, but we're not doing that right now.  We're going to replace that with something else, but I think the key is to really study and try to understand what's happening on Council and really take the time to communicate with other people and engage in some of the activities and trainings that Ed spoke about..  And you can go to them as many times as you like until you feel comfortable.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Excellent.  Thank you, Daniela.  Susan I'm going to turn to you now to see what questions have come through that you think would be useful to the audience this afternoon.
   >> SUSAN POLOS:  All right.  Thank you so much.  We have actually quite a few questions and some of them may have been more or less answered so let me just run through them and can you tell me whether we need to spend much time oon this. 
The first question that came through was specific to the Presidency and the question was how much resource administrative support is provided by ALA, so we've talked about financial support.  I think this question might have to do with how much support once you are in the position that you will receive.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Jim, you started ‑‑ you edged during your campaign.  How about when you were President?
   >> JIM NEAL:  I would say the support one receives as President, and remember that the President is a three‑year assignment, it's President‑elect, it's President, and past‑president and each of those years carries with it a suite of responsibilities and activities and I would say in all three of those years the ALA staff provides phenomenal, consistently phenomenal support for the ALA President.  And that's a whole team of individuals who are willing and ready to step up and assist you, whether it's 500 people that you have to appoint to various committees or travel around the country to represent ALA, whether it's media training and support, they're there and they're outstanding.  So that's my view and my experience.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  I would just like to acknowledge we're about at the 2‑minute warning mark.  We won't get through all the questions.  The Nominating Committee is committed to pulling the questions we don't get to and publishing answers on the site that Noah will link to and can you find the slides from this afternoon as well as the recording from the presentation.  If we don't get to you, don't worry.  We'll make sure everyone is emailed with the answers we don't get to today.  Susan what else can we handle in the time remaining.
   >> SUSAN POLOS:  Here is a quick one.  About how many applicants for councilor are usually considered, and also what is the time commitment for the councilor?
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  I think all applicants are considered.  As noted earlier, we will be selecting 50 candidates for 33 seats, but then of course there is also the petition process after that.  But I think we've already tackled the timing question, thanks to Aaron and Jim there.  Thank you.
   >> SUSAN POLOS:  Okay.  Great.  Is there a conflict serving on both the roundtable executive council and ALA council?
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Would anyone like to take that question?
   >> AARON DOBBS:  Hi.  This is Aaron.  Sure.  I've served as a Division Councilor, Lead Division Councilor as did Karen and we were a member of the Division Board and ALA Council.  There is no real conflict.  We're all trying to get to the same place which is an improved library ecosystem and association.  I would have a hard time imagining a severe conflict of interest.  There may be things where you want to emphasize something differently, but it's all towards the same end goal which is to improve things for libraries and for ALA.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  Great.  Thank you, Aaron.  All right.  Susan, I think we've got time for maybe one more question.
   >> SUSAN POLOS:  All right.  This is a pretty broad question but ALA is an extremely large organization.  How does one's active participating get noticed in a sense that the organization, committees, councils, all will require that all active and non‑active librarians pay attention?  So I think the question is, say you're very, very active in a certain aspect or certain part or a few divisions, but maybe not everybody knows your participation, I think that is what the question is getting at.
   >> REBEKKAH ALDRICH SMITH:  The nomination formal allows you to sing your own praises or send in self‑nomination form or nominating someone else there is good work they've been doing so you do have to perhaps let go of being chronically humble as many are in our profession and list out the good work you've been doing to make sure that that provides that evidence that you've been a participating member and have been helpful in group settings and getting good work done in the association.
Susan and Sheryl, we'll grab those questions if we can from the software and make sure we get answers to the folks we weren't able to reach here today.  We are at the end time for the scheduled event.  I want to thank everyone that helped to plan this event from the Nominating Committee, the folks that stepped up to serve on the panels that shared their personal experiences, and shared some of the reasons why service is so meaningful.  That's why I'm here today because I believe that ALA has given me so much over the years that I like to give back through service on the committee, so I hope that many of you there in the audience are inspired and empowered to also nominate yourself to serve.  So thank you for being here and learning more about the process, and again if you have any questions, members of the Nominating Committee are happy to help you so there is in dearth of people willing to help you step up, so find one of us and we'll answer any questions you may have.  Noah put the link to the Nominating Committee website in the chat box, so that should be a good touch point for you to get additional information.  Thank you all for being here, and thank you to all the panelists and committee members and of course to Sheryl Reyeys who without her not much happens.  Thank you to Donna our ASL interpreter who keeps up with my New York accent at every meeting.
>> Recording stopped.
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